






This slide is use as a placeholder throughout the lecture





IMRT can also be done with solid compensators but this method is very time consuming
and not a good alternative to MLCs. Solid compensators do, however, have a potential
advantage when treating a moving target as the leaf interplay effect is not a problem.



Note that concave treatment volumes can also be achieved with non‐coplanar
conventional fields. Conformity with IMRT is almost always better than with conformal
therapy even when concave volumes are not an issue.



Text in red emphasises the differences





Some people do not refer to forward planned IMRT as IMRT. However, for breast
treatments with segmented fields it may be better than inverse planned IMRT.
Once the segments are defined an optimiser can be used to optimise the beam
weights. Multi‐segment beams can usually be combined so that they are
delivered automatically in sequence.



This is a 3D rendering of the dose surface. The hotspots can be considerably
greater than for this patient



Note the MLCs shielding the skin in the right hand image. This patient was being
planned for the IMPORT High trial of partial breast irradiation so the high risk
area has been outlined (in red)



Same patient with forward planned IMRT rather than wedges



Same patient but viewed from the other side. It is often inappropriate to
prescribe the dose to the isocentre in IMRT patients



The aim here is to treat the prostate GTV to a higher dose than the rest of the CTV which
includes the seminal vesicles. This patient was included in the CHHIP trial of
hypofractionated prostate radiotherapy





Note the much lower doses given to the small field segments. Field labels LL_LG (Left
lateral large) and LL_SM (Left lateral small) etc



Shows the final dose distribution – could be omitted



This is the detail of the plan where the boost segments are being treated as separate
fields.





This slide and the next highlight the differences between IMRT forward planning and
conventional planning. The most important thing that people need to understand is that
if something is not specified to the optimiser the dose to that something is
unpredictable. This means that much more careful outlining is required than for CFRT
where the shape of the dose distribution is largely governed by the beam arrangements.





This is put in for completeness. The main issues are the effect of organ
movement, the inhomogeneity of dose in the PTV and the need for complete
outlining. The accuracy of delivery can be affected by the constraints put on the
sequencer with many small fields being more difficult to deliver accurately and
more likely to be affected by the tongue and groove effect.





So for example the overlap region between the prostate and the rectum may be given an
upper dose limit that is only just above the minimum acceptable dose to the prostate. If
this is not done the rectum may get the maximum permissible prostate dose.







Some planning systems have other methods of ensuring that there is a sharp cutoff in
dose at the edge of the PTV – e.g. Eclipse has a specific function for this purpose



It is important to know whether spinal canal or spinal cord is contoured. The spinal
canal provides a useful Planning Risk Volume (PRV)



Note the deliberate lack of sparing to the ipsilateral parotid. Recurrences have
been reported when people try to spare both parotids.



Note the difference between the lines representing the prescription volumes and
the shaded planning contours





Beam angle optimisation is not necessarily of great benefit compared to a
competent planner. Arc therapy produces much sharper dose falloff and is
quicker to deliver. It is rapidly replacing IMRT in those centres who have this
facility.



Example of a 5 field plan. A paper in the early 90s by Jorg Stein showed that for IMRT it
is often better to bring one beam directly through an organ at risk. This may be
counterintuitive but it works – probably because of the lower divergence of the beam.





The use of the words Objectives and Constraints originates from the Pinnacle system.
Even if the planning system does not have this concept a very high weight can be applied
to produce a similar effect. It is not advisable to introduce Constraints at the outset but
only when there is difficulty when the objective is hard to achieve. If a Constraint is not
met the plan will not be completed. Setting too tight Objectives as well as too loose
Objectives can be counter productive.



Biological cost functions using TCP and NTCP are also possible. Currently CMS Monaco
and Eclipse have these options. Pinnacle uses the EUD as an optimisation Objective



Weighting can be difficult to understand. Philips recommend setting all the weights to 1
if you don’t know what to set them to





Important to emphasise that if the Objective is met that point will not contribute to the
optimisation at all





These are Pinnacle’s options. Note that Rec_H – the overlap region between the Rectum
and the Prostate has both a Max and Min dose Objective. The PTV‐shell prevents dose
leaking out of the area close to the PTV



DVH constraints are perhaps easier to think about than Max and Min constraints – which
often have to be set tighter than the desired outcome. Arrows on the DVH curve show
how they are applied



This is discussed above. (Note that the 1’s were added as overlays on top of the
actual values set in this slide – if the image is moved they will no longer line up.)



This image should match the previous one where the weights were set to 1



This is an example of an Eclipse optimisation window.



This is the same as the previous slide but magnified



Note that with dose based objectives the sparing of the brain stem is not as
good. Biologically based objectives effectively have an exponential term





This is from Pinnacle but most planning systems have similar displays. The nice thing
about the Pinnacle display is that you can see how the cost function is made up. Clearly
the Prostate (GTV) min dose Objective is easy to meet whereas the min PTV Objective is
more difficult. This gives some indication to the planner of what the problems are going
to be.



If the skin is defined as PTV the optimiser will try to give it the full dose in spite
of the build‐up effect. There were problems with this in the early days of IMRT.
Two methods have been used to overcome it – a layer of bolus can be applied
during the optimisation and then removed for the final calculation: or the PTV
can be brought inside the skin by 5mm. The former is perhaps the more
satisfactory approach









This shows how the problem of lack of interdigitation can be solved for a linac
(Elekta) whose MLC cannot interdigitate. Under the backup jaw there is 10%
transmission. If the sequencer does not allow for this considerable dose errors
can exist – or the beam will not be deliverable.



This sequence is designed to be run automatically. The timings are as they would be on
the treatment machine. Note that the Pinnacle sequencer uses more open field
segments that the PLato sequencer which has the constraint that all the segments shall
have an equal number of MUs. Note that this was not done with the Direct Machine
Parameter Optimisation (DMPO) sequencer on Pinnacle which includes the
segmentation of the field in the optimisation. The aim is to illustrate the fact that two
different step and shoot sequencers can produce very different solutions. The dynamic
leaf sequencer used by Varian for dynamic delivery where the MLCs are constantly
moving follows a mathematical formula to produce the leaf movements and is governed
only by the max leaf speed and the dynamic leaf gap.





























Pinnacle provides the possibility of reoptimising the segment weights after the
sequencer has finished. This produces a better result, but is not needed with DMPO. In
early Eclipse versions a pencil beam algorithm was applied during the optimisation and
the final result with the AAA algorithm was often very different for lungs. They now
allow a reoptimisation based on the AAA calculated distribution.



This is the DMPO control window.



The numbers after DMPO indicate the number of permitted segments. The total
MUs for dynamic jaw movement are usually much higher than for step and
shoot. The IM values were two versions of the standard Pinnacle sequencer.



This is covered properly in an earlier lecture. Here are emphasised things to look
out for in IMRT













































































These slides are included to cover Arc Therapy briefly. They are based on the Varian
RapidArc implementation but are applicable to other systems. Arc therapy is very much
faster to deliver than conventional IMRT and the patient therefore does not have to keep
still for so long. The interplay effect is slightly more pronounced than with IMRT. Some
argue that the dose bath effect is enhanced and if low dose hypersensitivity is real this
may be a problem. However, many centres are now using Arc Therapy in preference to
standard IMRT. Sometimes two arcs rather than one will produce a more uniform dose
distribution.







This is specific to Varian. The arc can in principle be divided into any number of
segments



Note sharper dose fall‐off with RapidArc



Also prostate and pelvic nodes



Arc therapy is especially suited to sparing the cord at the centre of the PTV





Others sites that are worth considering

Nasopharynx

Pancoast tumours – close or wrapped around the cord


